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Gamer Interviews
Motivations for purchase & development of a novel scale
• No academic qualitative literature on LBs; only cursory literature on motivations
• With gambling, driven by multitude of overlapping factors
where
• Problematic gambling is sometimes linked with impulsion, compulsion, and escape motivation
• A deeper understanding will allow us to understand how ‘harm’ manifests, enabling strategies such as riskassessment and targeted interventions
Approach.
• 28 in-depth interviews with a diverse sample loot box purchaser from across the UK.
• Interviews transcribed and analysed using reflexive thematic analysis in NVivo. Double coded
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Qualitative
interviews
(Full paper available at:
www.mdpi.com/2077-0383/10/10/2103)

28 (19m, 9f) one-to-one, semi-structured
remote qualitative interviews

With gamers (any platform), aged 16+, who
had bought loot boxes
Purposive sampling for a diverse demographic
and geographic range within the UK
Asked about gaming, gambling, loot boxes –
focus on motivations
Analysis through inductive reflexive thematic
analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006; 2019)

Motivations for LB
Engagement

Opening
experience

Value of
content

Game-related

Social
influences

Emotive /
impulsive

Fear of missing
out (FOMO)

Opening experience
“like on slots - you play a spin, a certain animation happens,
something goes off in your head, it’s just like that really to me”
Box related = to do with (developer-designed) box features
• Lights, sounds, animations draw you in
• Content of previous boxes makes you want to open more
Opener-related = to do with individuals’ opening experience
• Thrill / excitement / suspense of opening
• Enjoying the feeling of winning when it’s got something good inside
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Value of contents
“If you got a good player, like, a rare player, it was just, like, ultimately winning virtual
currency, because you could sell that player”
Lots of ways in which items in loot boxes were seen as valuable/desirable:
- Aesthetic / cosmetic = things that look good/nice
- Functional = things that are useful
- Financial (real / virtual) = things that are expensive (rare)
- Emotional = Things you have an emotional desire for
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Game-related motives
“I want the best players on FIFA, I want the best payers on the game, I want to be the best
player”
This was about buying loot boxes for their impact on the gameplay experience, including:
- Giving you an advantage over others
- Allowing you to keep up with others (who are all buying boxes/paid items)
- Giving you a leg-up to get you further in the game
- Saving you time and effort (‘skip the grind’)
- Improving the experience (making the game more enjoyable)
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Social motivations
“The reactions on YouTube... if you pull a good player, people go absolutely crazy…
because you pulled that amazing item… if there wasn’t influence, I don’t think there would
be more sales of loot boxes…”
Lots of social factors motivated people to buy:
- For status, esteem, or bragging rights
- Because friends do it
- Because you don’t want to stand out as ‘a default’
- Because unboxing (or playing with unboxed items) is a social activity
- Because you see streamers/pro gamers buying them
- Because it’s part of the gaming culture
- Because you want to support good causes (charities/indie developers)
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Emotive / impulsive motivations
“I was more focused on buying the loot boxes in school. It was always very difficult to
resist the temptation.”

Some were motivated by feelings of compulsion; push and/or pull factors
• Urges / temptation / feeling a lack of control to resist
• Desire to escape boredom / day to day life
Some were not sure why – nondescript/hard to verbalise drivers
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Fear of missing out
“Fear of missing out, that’s what people are most vulnerable to… then they put a time
limited event on and you think, ‘hang on a minute, I haven’t really gathered enough
resources to do this event, maybe I need to buy something.”

Many people were afraid of missing out on something
- Social aspects (e.g. friends might get things you want and/or talk about unboxing without you if
you don’t join in)
- Limited-time offers and promotions (where you might miss the opportunity if you don’t buy)
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Triggers/facilitators
“… they would have this time-limited event going on, which brought the rate up and a lot
of people… would end up resorting to buying, like, additional tickets to try and, like, roll
for the unit they want.”
• Ease of purchase – one-click purchases, digital cash
• Promotions, e.g. better-than-usual odds of getting top items; ‘value-for-money’ deals
(e.g. 1 box for £8 or 10 boxes for £50)
• Special events – E.g. ‘seasons’ / Christmas-themed events
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Developing & testing a scale to measure motivations

Qualitative
themes on
motivations

Longlist of
possible
questions
drafted by
expert panel
(n=9)

Cognitive
interviews
to refine
longlist
wording &
content
(n=20)

Validation
survey 1 (EFA)
to refine,
reduce, &
identify
possible
subscales
(n=503)

Validation
survey 2
(CFA) to test
scale in
large
sample
(n=1495)

Final
Scale
(RAFFLE)

The RAFFLE
(Reasons and
Facilitators
For Loot Box
Engagement)
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Gamer Interviews: Conclusions
Contents have significant psychological value

→ Challenges traditional ‘money’s worth’
notions of value
Motives for purchase not just game related:
• Social factors
• Gambling like factors: impulsion, compulsion
• Context of funnelling, nudges and cost obfuscation
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Qualitative Gamer Interviews / Thematic Analysis
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3. Survey: Tiered Survey Approach
Large, short survey of 16k gamers
(1 min survey)
Demographics

1.5k

Gambling

LBers

In-depth data
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Survey: In-depth
survey results
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"Risky" Loot Box
Engagement
Predictor
r
p
Problem Gambling
0.21 0.000
Problem Gaming
0.35 0.000
Gambling Cognitions
0.21 0.000
Impulsivity
0.11 0.000
Flow
0.25 0.000
Income
-0.02 0.427
Motivations for LB Engagement
0.47 0.000
--> Distraction/compulsion subscale
0.45 0.000
Distress
0.15 0.000
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RAFFLE “Reasons and Facilitators for Loot Box Engagement”
Sub-scales:
Distraction/compulsion has notably stronger associations across a range of psychologically
“negative” variables
Of the 7 categories of motivations, distraction/compulsion was most strongly linked with:
Not just Risky Loot Box engagement, but also…
Problem Gambling
Problem Video Gaming
Gambling Cognitions
Impulsivity
Distress

This was a pre-registered hypothesis

Where Next for Research
Ongoing, broadening research programme.

Digital Harms &
Digital Self-Efficacy
The Neuropsychological Markers of
Specific Digital Harms: Highly Visual
Social Media & Body Image Concerns

Creating Community & Schools
Knowledge Exchange Partnership
To Address Gaming and Gambling
Related Harms.

IMPACT AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Our evidence has been:
published as white paper for gamble aware
submitted to DCMS call for evidence on loot boxes AND
DCMS review of the Gambling Act 2005 (closed march 2021)
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Conclusion

Policy action on loot boxes has utility for harm minimisation.
Content providers have duty of care
- Children
- Vulnerable individuals

Odds disclosures
Age limits
Limit-setting options
.
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Clear, understandable info
Safe default settings
Expenditure statements
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Policy Options
Liberal  ------------------------------------------- → Draconian
1. Industry self-regulation
UK Policy response.
Cited lack of causational evidence.
Problem:
Poor industry track record

2. Regulate as Gambling
Problem:
Vastly increased remit of
Gambling Commission
“Unintended Consequences”

3. Outright Ban:
“Nuclear Option”
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Concerns over industry self-regulation
“Online games and social media are both data-driven industries that use
asymmetrical information and deliberate design practices to manipulate
users into spending more time or money on their platforms” UK Government
Report on Immersive and Addictive Technologies, 2019
“…struggled to get clear answers and useful information from companies
across the games industry in particular” UK Government Report on
Immersive and Addictive Technologies, 2019
Techlash: “predictable result of an industry that can't govern itself” Financial
Times, 2018
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One example….
Valve/Steam make games. 75% of PC Market. Sell games. Sell lootboxes. Enable trade. Run marketplace.
Profit from trade. Hold the accounts. Build the API, which enables 3rd party trade/cashout.

Why is this not gambling?
According to the 25-page long Steam subscriber agreement:

“Steam Wallet funds have no cash value and
are not exchangeable for cash.”
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Concerns over industry self-regulation….
“…struggled to get clear answers and useful information from companies
across the games industry in particular” UK Government Report on
Immersive and Addictive Technologies, 2019

The answer?
The nuclear threat.
Like FOBTs, could have
positive unintended
consequences
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How should digital media be monetised?
Loot boxes are just are just one issue.

Cost obfuscation
Liable to over-exploit most
disadvantaged
“Digital Harms”
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How should digital media be monetised?

Pandora’s box has only just been opened….

Thanks for listening ☺

Thanks ☺
Dr Jo Lloyd
Dr Helen Lloyd
Dr James Close
Dr Stuart Spicer
Dr Laura Nicklin
Dr Chris Fullwood
Prof Maria Uther
Dr Chris Stiff
Dr Oliver Smith
Dr Jonathan Parke
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